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De-Feet Breast Cancer Run makes its way
through borough streets
By Haley Behre

LAKE COMO — This past Saturday, Lake Como was packed with
people running through the streets to help “De-FEET” breast
cancer.

The 3rd Annual De-FEET Breast Cancer 5K Run/Walk,
sponsored by the Mama Mare Breast Cancer Foundation, raises
money for the foundation, which aids in breast cancer
research as well as supports breast cancer patients and their
families. A portion of the funds raised will also go toward the
ongoing breast cancer projects and programs at Robert Wood
Johnson University Hospital, in New Brunswick.

The race is in honor of Mary Ellen Pernice and Cindy Abrams.
Ms. Pernice, also known as Mama Mare, is the mother of Krista
Kasper, who started the foundation soon after her mother lost
her battle to breast cancer in 2010. Ms. Abrams is the aunt of
Jonathan Arroyo’s wife, Alyssa, who also lost her battle to
breast cancer more than 10 years ago. Mr. Arroyo is the vice
chair of the foundation and the run’s co-director.

Over the past two years, the race has attracted a little more
than 2,200 people, raising a total of about $66,000 for the
foundation, Mr. Arroyo said.

This year, the foundation raised
about $36,000, which Mr. Arroyo said was great.

“It is beyond what we thought we’d ever do in our first few years,” he said.

At the event, the foundation gave a $2,500 financial grant to Lisa Wilson, of Old
Bridge, a breast cancer survivor. The grant was part of the foundation’s Survivors
Thrive Grant Program, which helps survivors with medical debt and other needs
stemming from recent breast cancer treatments.

The run had overall winners for males and females, as well as team awards for fastest
team, best team T-shirt, best team name, largest team and top fundraising team.

First and second place for males were Kyle Bogert, 17, of Brick, and Brett Doyle, 16, of Shrewsbury,
respectively. First and second place for females were Jayne Condon, 25, of Wall, and Stephanie Lafergola, 24,
of Matawan, respectively.

The fastest and largest team was Team Jilly Bean, the best team T-shirt went to Breast Prancers and the best
team name went to Breast Bunds.

Team Jilly Bean was also the top fundraising team, raising $5,181.

Fundraising and donations will continue until May 31. Those interested can visit runsignup.com/Race
/NJ/LakeComo/3rdAnnualDeFEETBreastCancer5KRunWalk?c25fix=bruDRl.
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The annual De-FEET Breast Cancer 5K Run/Walk
made its way through town last Saturday
morning. The run raises funds for the Mama
Mare Breast Cancer Foundation, which provides
support for breast cancer patients and their
families and helps further research. Photo by
SUEANNE GOSS, STAR NEWS GROUP
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